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:OF PROBLEM

Before- going .into the problem. I have- chosen for m y . thesis*
I would like.* by way of introduction* to include a short, bio-, 
graphical sketoh'. ̂  training and; experience* which led -• ,-\
■up - t p my-; doing thi s; , the sip o - . .. :: ; ■ ; ' a
■" Ply first formal - training' began at the age of fourteen* :'p-

■ when. I won a scholarship ' at the Art- Institute of Chicago to ; ’; ; 
study art in the -Saturday.: classes therec Up until that time*
I had done the usual child1 s drawing and sketching'without ■ any . •.

,.. direction other than a strong desire to express.myself and. a-y '.hi:, 
fascination fpr .lin©*,;i9 rm;:and >color:0 :I continued studylngpyat t - 
the ̂ institute until" graduation "from high school. • . It was only, ; t 
natural: - that I choose' art for. my major since this was the field 

... in -whioh "mo s t of \ myia^illty * Interest * and previous experience iviy 
lay. • "While at the University of Arizona I received.my first- ; -

, training in oil painting"-with .Mr, Andersen* to whom I am deeply 
indebted for his kind under standing and patient guidance ; of ■ ah - "
..enthusiastic but; not: too well informed, noyice' in ;the • •art of 1 ." ■-■
' wielding the brush„ " " - . , - ■ •' -\ tyl -'
; : After- graduation from .college-* I returned to Chicago and ;.

. took: graduate- work in .:art. at the University of Chicago and the 
Art Institute o My field of research was in the painting tech-; 
niques of the;:.01.d. Masters.ot Myv professor* Edmund G-eisbert* was - .. ' 
not only an excellent and thorough teacher but also a well known 
painter in his own right 0. r He insisted that his students re- : . -
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produce the painting techniques accurately,. and that they have . 
complete knowledge ot the preparation of paints, oil and tempera', 
canvases, panels, glazes and varnishesa This was•invaluable 
experience in. helping me to understand the processes that one. 
must go- through to"insure permanency in his painting and learn 
the dangers, that one encounters from using materials incorrectly.

"After this training I began to experiment on my own,'using : : 
the palette knife instead of the brush almost, 'exclusively, This 
wasnecessary to loosen>.:Up; my style of ;-painting which had her- 
come very stiff aftervthe rigid discipline required.in the Old 
Master techniques of,•paintings- .This deviation was a great help 
in improving'my use of color, which formerly. I. had not used to
fullest advantage a- ' ‘ -

During this time I had been teaching art to the elementary ■ 
grades at the. Laboratory.School of the University of Chicago, 
where- I thoroughly enjoyed watching and guiding the artistic -i 
development of the children^' Also at this time I realized that 
I must find a profession by which 1 could support, my self after 
receiving my degree. I soon realized.that commercial art or - 
leaching were the bnlyf two . plausible -.choices by which I could . - ; 
gain-, an- income and Still express myself in art „ ; Quickly ruling 
out the first:,, f happily chose the latter. Upon coming to 
Arizona I secured a part time teaching position which has given 
me invaluable experience in the'.- field of teaching art to child
ren from primary level through high school,. After graduation 
I hope to teach art in college or high school and'continue to -
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explore the vast and intriguing field of painting and sculpture„ 
I chose my thesis subject because of a strong desire to 

gain knowledge of various types of composition in painting I 
sorely lacked0 For my problem 1 chose to create a third dimen
sional effect on a two dimensional surface by the use of three" 
techniques? " : . p •

Chiaroscuro - using strong lights and darks with over
glazes after the technique of SI Greco*

Color - using advancing and receding (functional), color 
after the manner of Cezanne0

Planes - using planal arrangement abstracting subject into 
basic geometric forms as did Cezanne with formalization and 
Picasso in early Analytical Cubism.



GHiPTER I

An ortgi.nalpainting. done in sub jective realism using 
strong lights and darks$ chiaroscuro^ in order to create .a 
third dimensional effect on a two dimensional surfacec

After conferring with Mr,, Andersen, my thesis director, • 
I chose for the subject of all three paintings a Negro share- 
cropper and his family0 I did this because of my extreme in
terest and sympathy ■for the southern Negro sharecropper and 
his place in our society0 I .ifanted this painting to depict 
hi s aituatioii of complete . helplessness and to arouse sympathy, 
for the sub ject; in the viewer ̂ .:: Not. only am I striving for a 
strong emotional effectbut I want to create an appreciation 
for technique of chiaroscuro modeling and color glaze's 1  I 
made sketches and studied the characteristics of the negro- 
facial features; thoroughly before the painting was begun0 

One of .the most helpful books to be was Erskine Caldwell's 
You Have Been jfaeir. Faees-K- with wonderful black and white 
photographs by Margaret Bourke/White% These photographs gave 
me authentic types to study as well as excellent views of the
interiors of their shacks

I chose a long narrow canvas, thirty inches wide and
sixty inches long, as this size would better accomodate my
distortions and compositional plan. After transferring

% Caldwell, Erskine and White, Margaret,. You Have Seen 
' Their Paces, (New Yorks Modern Age Books, Inc 0 ,™r937Tr^~^~“ :
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my sketch to the canvas 5, I did my mderpainting msing Shiva 
burnt umber and Tmderpalnting white 0 This combination is 
exceptionally good for an underpainting because of the fast 
drying quality of the paints* I used strong lights and darks 
in my modeling of - the shapes <, This not only facilitated gain- . 
ing a more forceful psychologieal. effect but also created al
most immediately the illusion of space, for which I- am striving„ 
Then too, it made it possible to keep all objects in the pict
ure plane functional with a minimum, of unnecessary details 
which would only detract from the picture*a first purpose5 to 
create third dimensional effect/through use of .chiaroscuro«

The •realism . 1 have employed is of a subjeo11  ve nature for 
I have depicted this family with a strong personal feeling which 
I hope will be evoked in the viewer of this painting* The 
shapes in the picture have been consciously distorted to gain 
a greater emotional effect6 I was strongly influenced, as will 
be observed, by El Greco*s.' distortion of the shapes of nature 
out of psychological or compositional consideration* -In this 
case, 1  have used it both ways, compositionally to maintain 
rhythm throughout the picture by use of strong diagonals, as 
well as emotionally to emphasize the most outstanding features ■ 
of the shapes e ' - :

On analyzing my composition, . 1  discovered that the thrust 
to the right -was so strong that the eye tended fo go out of the 
picture plane* To counteract this thrust, a strong horizontal 
was established by placing rbws of corn outside the shack door-
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way and adding'a %opaen b ss the porch 0 'lalso made ■
the post', of the popeh^ seen fpom the hoopway^ harkep and. mope 
ppomihent „ Thiss to.os .helped: in. stopping the movement to the 
right j, and the strong light on the ■ shape of the boy and the 
floor behind him helped to bring the eye back.into the picture . 
plane0 . - ..p' --- : vx : ;; .. h :
h Dynamic tension is used as another method of creating the 

effect of spaceo This is:set up through the placement of̂  the.■ 
shapes in pictorial space0 These shapes are hot parallel to. V 
the picture plane, and consequentlycreate movement within it 
causing greater interest within the - .composltipn^. As: ! have , 
previously stated^ I have used unifying darks and-lights not 
only for a stronger emotional effect9 but also as a means of 
integration: to direct the eye into the picture and around the 
objects, and to g i v e ^  s^ructural solidity6 ' ;. ..f ; 
, ■ . Lastly, I added ■ the" circular form'.of the hooked rug which
also directed the eye. into the picture and established the 
figures’ in .definite space on the plctuhe plane. ' Ihis helped 
to establish compositional unity as well as depth0

After th.e ■ underpalnting had dried, I applied a coat of 
ethereal varnish to the. canvas to isolate the underpalnt ing 
and prevent it from mixing with.the g l a z e s T h i s  having dried, 
I was ready to begin glazing - in my color „ : .fhe first step was. -: 
to mix my glazing; medium, . ’'for this I used onepart damar var=. ■ 
nish, one part Venice turpentine, and two parts turpentinec 
The large proportion of turpentine was intended to hasten the



drying of the venice turpentine and allow a greater fluidity:
; within the glazes 0 % Black glazes were, used to secure dark- >
;; -flesh tones and then burnt . sienna and yellow ochre were - \ • ■

applied over them. The wooden walls w#re glazed in burnt 
sienna, and then being too warm in some places were'toned down 
with a yeridean glaze . An extremely cold glaze - oh alizarin -1 
- crimson was used in the shadow areas 'of the woman’s .dress: and'" 
the- hoy is ' coveralls. , The reflected lights in the shadow areas ;. 
were of a warm, nature. At first I decided that the light 
should be a warm, color and therefore glazed lightly -with sienna.. 
I at once realized that this was a mistake since it would:cause, 
the whole picture to run/together and become dull and uhihter- ,- 
esting. I quickly removed this glaze andidecided,on cold.'-litiatl■ 
Which I have maintained throughout the picture; the darks as- - . ■ 
well are predominately cool* At all times during the glazing, 
it was constantly kept in mind that the lights were, opaque but .

' the darks must remain transparent with a minimum of white;: in .:
. the shadow areas s if any at all. -:W l s t  echnique was emplcyed'
: by El Greco .and.helped him to achieve a great effect / of light . -.: :
. .and vibrancy of color :in,his paintings. - '... ; ;. -f:!-'
d ' - To achieve' ref lected light s': in the 'shadow areas it was.'.... ■ 
hecessary ...t;o 'scumble; place light paint over dark and reglaze. ■ 
for "tonal qualityo This technique provided-me with; the" most- .. 
interesting effects.in the entire picture. - '.

- In a'few places my underp'aint ing with the addition of 
color glazes had become too dark and it was necessary to re
paint the areas with underpainting white and then reglaze0 

The glazes finished,.I applied a retouch varnish and
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framed my picture in a frame that would create a shadow box 
effect causing the eye to move into the picture plane0



CHAPTER. II

An original expressibniatAc-painting9 containing the 
saroe sub ject matter as the first9 using advancing and -re- 
ceeding (fuhctional) color to create a third dimensional 
effect on a two dimensional surfaceQ

This method was employed by Cezanne whop by his use 
of modulating warms and cools, succeeded in gaining form*
He took the Impressionistic theory that light is composed 
of the prismatic colors which caused the Impressionists to 
use a higher keyed palette and create light with pure vi
brating color5 a method quite different from the chiaroscuro . 
system of the Renaissance previously studied^ Cezanne took, 
and disciplined, this broken' color theory and introduced his 
theory of color modulationso He would use color to create a 
tension to aid the composition and keep one color from separ
ating from all the other color areas of the picture„ Cezanne 
was the first of the modern painters to understand and control 
functional color, knowing that warm colors such as reds and 
■ oranges would advance while the cool color shades of bluess : 
greens, and violets would recede in the picture* But. Cezanne . 
knew that often to maintain balance within the composition 
• it' was necessary to introduce Some warm color into the back
ground shapes so they would hold their place with the fore
ground forms and not fall out of the picture entirely*" His
final aim was color balance throughout the entire-picture

„ . . ' © iiiiioria LiM ai/ '' --d ■
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areag the local color of the. object remaining incidental.
In this painting I hare tried to incorporate Cezanne*s. 

use of color, and to create a third:dimensional effect, with
out the use .'of chlarbs.curOg by using pure color applied 
directly with a palette-knife or broad brush strokes. By 
interplay of opposing colors, balanced color tensions, placing 
intensely light and saturated hues against dull and heavy 
color's, and warm against cool color, I have tried to gain an 
abstract order of the picture plane. By making the young 
girl 8 s dress shades of. red and repeating the red accents of 
this color on the coveralls, and in the house in the distance," 
I have established definite space in the picture and also 
recognized that for sake of balance, if a color appears in 
one part of the picture, it must appear in others, and not 
in equal areas for then the composition becomes static,

■ My dominant color is blue ranging from its greyish violet 
tones to intense blue, greens. These colors enhance the ver
milions and yellows .when placed next to them and cause rhythmic 
movement within the picture plane, . 1 have combined blues with
in the red areas because the color of any observed object re
sults from the combination of local color; the color of the 
object itself, and the reflected color, due to light and sur-- 
rounding color, I found Cezanne1s observation that in a 
painting a color is always dependent upon the colors surround
ing it and its effect may be heightened or destroyed by them, 
to be true in placing the reds and yellows against the blues 
and greens In my;painting. Many times it pus necessary to



.include casts of blues in the bright reds and yellows in order 
that all colors would share and sink into the dominant viol.et 
blue tone thus creating ah impre s si on of overall harmonyvundl 
balance o h . -■ ’ ■ •' -; ■ : - ‘ ,

.Tbday in painting5, there is an overall understanding of 
the colored shadows, reflections, and contrast of values*
Color is used in-all parts of the picture and not merely in 
the light and middle tones of the Renaissance. : .

■ I have: tried. always to observe, the color of the ob ject in 
its relationship to its surroundings, constantly striving to . 
use. it to advantage in its separation or blending* m i s  has 
helped me to emphasize the important shapes - in the picture 
plane which-will establish the effect of third dimension.

•; ••Ifee technique .-of. direct painting on the canvas was used 
to achieve 'desired .'color effects and spontaneity«,



CHAPTER III

An original painting^ using til©-'-sArae; sufcieety 
abstract manner and utilizing planal arrangement to create : 
a third dimensional effect on a two dimensional surface».

Abstract art may be;abstract forms of real, objects as 
■ I have chosen for my final painting, or completely non- .
: representational with no purpose' other •.than a. pleasing arrange-;: 
ment of line, color and form.' 'y > ; ■ i

By way of introduction, I feel that a i>r 1 e f :sketch; Of the 
development of abstraction beginning with Cezanne and- Van Gogh 
who were the. first artists to use. free adaptations'of actual 
physical appearance »' Cezanne with hi s f ormall z at i on star ted-. ; 
a new trend in painting, that all- things in nature tfend to ''V 
assume shape of curves, spheres«, and cylinders, and strove for - 
pleasing arrangement of form, line, and color0. It is import
ant to remember.that Cezanne did not:separate the volume from 
the negative - space- which surrounded it, -In his paint lugs-the r 
cones, cylinders and cubes are always Integrated with.the neg
ative . space and with the picture-plane0 j : 1 : : ; ;;b ii

Picasso on the other hand, began iwlth realism and 'natura^
style 0: Then, in his' negro peri od̂ ' hi s.^worh had' more'■accelerat ed
movement. de cor at I ve usage of angle, and obvious distortions 
for the sake of design* In this -period he showed the influence 
of Cezanne, In his next period of' andlytioaf cublsm, he took ; b.. 
natural forms apart and reduced ;themito geometric forms;^however
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: M s  forms- ■ still .malntaltied ' tMee dimensional effect« In M.s '
' later period th^'Sculptural: forms give way to flatter .planes 
and even more complex disintegration,, The strong color dis- ; 
appears to reduce 'the problem' of .analyses»
• For . a while■textures and letters were.added to analytical: -
cubism, .supplying-new interest in texture contrast.. Then ■ 
painters, began to use actual materials to produce the. paintings! 
In 191it- Picasso! s cubism underwent a rapid and radlcal change. 
from the severe geometrical .forms of previous years to soft'

• ” irregular shapes,, peppered "with; confe1 1 i-1 Ike_ dots borrowed 
from the neo-impressionist's0 ' His color changed from greys*, 
^tans* and blacks to brliliant greens and; gay redd* In syn- .

: thetic cubism*, the artist assembled* or pui together* forms in 
: contrast to the analysis^ or .breaking up of natural forms in i 
analytical cubism it was a more inventive process than ana- ; 
lytioal'. C'Ubism.0 Gradually his abstract forms gained a sculp- 

■: tural' quality« ; r : .-i' ' - -i : ■ ' ’ ! ; d , /' I ;
The ,ab s tract ion* which I have chosen* reduces the shapes: b / 

to dynamic and static planes which ptill retain many of the 
personal characteristics of the basic structure of-the object„ - 

: . I have ̂ tried to captp.re' the .same feelings; in this' abstract: 
d a; .'compbsltipn ̂ as were inuny = first painting,: . - ; .. 1 - ; ■ d ' s :: v;- .
; ■ , ,Ih; my' final . painting* the realistic; painting'has been r‘e.~

duced to planes, . This is accomplished by using -dynamic planes* ;. 
; i,e.*. ;those receding; frbm;dhe;-piciture plane*' and overlaying  ̂

planes to take the eye Into picture plane and create third dim
ensional movement * . ' •



' . IB
using different types of abstractions-^ first in value alone 
and then with color.,
’ .: •: Finally I : chose the sketch which .had a pleasing, arrange!
ment- of line, foraat and. ealorg still.maintaini'ng the basic ■ 
Composition of my first picture, and.-creating the desired 
effect of ̂ third dimehsion*:: - -Although I have always been, a . , i
realistic painter, I was especially interested in this ab
straction. because it offered.a greater opportunity to get. f 
down, to. the basic, structural qualities or facts of a corapo- - • • 
sition without being 'TsldetraGked. by a- lot of unnecessary ' 
tealistiq -details,,!!!; -;! :.' v ' ..:: '' ;. :r: .

- For 1 this painting, I "choose: a canvas of the same propor- • ;'
tlons': as; thetfirst9 .dhly nn a;: smaller , 1  then blocked,
out the composition as I had it in my -sketch and proceeded to 
put in the .color, using a limited scheme of blue, blue-green,
‘ yiplet and •white0 I was ;careful to limit it to four 'barsic' 
oil. colors, blue, green, white,: with some touches of red, so . 
as -not to 'give the eye too mdch to look.at and defeat my pur- : 
pose by causing the color to-, detract from the pi anal arrange
ment, .In this painting I have used the color and value devices 
aiding in establishing defihite space' XArithin the, picture plane„ 
Those object.s on-the same'plane are the same color In value and 
as an object recedes, it takes"on the color and value of the 
nest, .plane 0 This later . applies mainly.; to. dynamic planes whi ch 
could be in more than two depths of space at the same time. 
.After finishing. this picture., I sprayed it with retouch ' varnish.



. - to enhance the color and protect the paintingc - Strong black 
accents■ Were used to retain realistic compositddh■ .and accent- 

f y;.; uate/des-ign«,; adSlng:^ emphasi'st'^ere It'fiw needed, .ov ::
' • In franiingj, I used moulding which: would, f dhrd ’a : shadow - box 
:;; effect as I had in the previous two, so 'as to direct the eye :
\ into the picture plane, I then, toned the frame, so it would.
■ not "detract 'from the picture, but blbnd"with it0 •
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;: In conclusion<,- I feel that through; ̂  paintings:
I have learned many- things whiell Ilehall - eirumierate „ . -rr

t;: In. the; first reali stic paintingSM  learned how to .make-
bbjects function compositidually.j the importance of using ; 
correct colors in glaging and of making light -areas especially : 
'so.in the underpaihtingi using lights and darks to gain psy- 
chologidal effectand integrate the composition; importance - . 
df: .avoiding. the funnel;' effect: in: a- picture; the basic realiza
tion thg.t everything ,ih a picture is equally important and in 
order to create - the final image desired not one element in the 
cdmposition must: be neglebtedo. % ' ' ■ :

. In my second painting, the use.of color to create third 
dimensibn was my main; objective0 . Through research and expert- _ 
meht I learned the different properties of color, how it can : 
be utilized to fullest advantage- tb: gain an emotional effect9 /
the use of functional color, and a dominant color .throughout- ip 
the picture for integration. What I; learned-has made me wish 
to do many experiments::with color in. the future 0 ■ - • -  v‘
• . My third • painting ih abstraction gave me a chance to ex- ,
plore a side of painting entirely foreign to me, I found that 
through.arrangement of planes I- could emphasize the •composition 
as -well' as retain the haslc. reall stic shapes, but without the - 
unnecessary use of details, which always seemed to get in the 
way in my realistic canvases« This gave me an Intellectual5 as ' 
well as; emotional ''approach^ ' v 'p; y ;v' I. : ; oUll'yU',;---'.



These'last two paintings brohght home the realization : 
of the Importatioe; of negative space in the picture, . ' 1  real- , 
ized for the first time the space surrounding the Objects is 
as important to the composition and final integration of:the 
picture as 'the ob jects themselves, . ;. v : :
• /: Ihr oughdnt .my % ear s ; in painting I have gone through the ..
usual .realistic-.and expressionistlc;periods', but still -felt \ 
that. I was not getting down to the basic structure of painting 
My 'thesis .Research and paintings have given me new- materlals " 
to work with as well as. a new.- approach to. painting, That is, 
to paint a picture which is simplified,as much as possible 
and which can be understood .emotionally and Intellectually by 
the ; average person without further interpret at ioni, ,

: '.. The r e sear ch of the. t e chnique s: of the 01 d Mast ers - and the 
various schoois of painting up'-to the present day methods has, 
upon assimilation, furnished me. with methods and new approache 
to painting which, have been invaluable in.: alding the,;develpp- . 
ment. of: my own style,  ̂ - '' 1  - pi "p

Through the study of. techniquescolor, composition, line 
texture, light,. I am on my way. to gaining control of these 
tobls which eventually I hope to master so that I may devote 
myself to the expression in the painting without being.handi-' 
capped by lack of f echni cal skill „ . - ■ .
.: ■ ' An imp or taht.:. re all z at 1 on has come about. that is' the need • 
for compl e te mastery of - re alistic painting before; going on to -• 
abstractiohvFor if one does not understand the fundamental.. p 
realistic: structure completely, how can he hope to express it 
lh'more .abstract form?' - pi ;
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